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Lg android 10 update list

LG doesn't have the best track record for updating its smartphones to newer Android versions and that doesn't seem to be changing anytime soon. While other smartphone makers have rolled out Android 10 update for some of their phones, LG has just revealed the detailed time frame of the Android 10 rollout for its smartphones. That
said, LG already has the Android 10 update for its G8 ThinQ smartphone in some markets. According to an official note shared by LG Italy, the South Korean tech giant will release Android 10 update for LG V40 ThinQ, LG V50 ThinQ, LG G8X ThinQ, LG G8s ThinQ, LG G7 ThinQ, LG K50S, LG K40S, LG Q60, and LG K50. The company
noted that the upcoming Android 10 update for these phones will include LG UX 9.0 which is already available on the company's LG G8X smartphone. LG Italy revealed that LG V50 ThinQ will be the first of the mentioned smartphones to get Android 10 update in early February, followed by LG G8X ThinQ in Q2. LG G7 ThinQ, LG G8s
ThinQ and LG V40 ThinQ get android 10 update in Q3, while the update in Q4 this year will come on LG K50S, LG K40S, LG K50 and LG Q60. In particular, this time frame comes from the company's Italy unit, so it may or may not be valid worldwide, but it still gives an idea of when we can expect these updates. To remember, the final
version of Android 10 was released last September and comes with a number of new features including dark theme, enhanced privacy controls, focus mode, enhanced notifications, smart response, gesture navigation, and more. In addition to these features, LG will also include its own tweaks and features. For the latest tech news and
reviews, follow Gadgets 360 on Twitter, Facebook and Google News. For the latest videos about gadgets and technology, subscribe to our YouTube channel. Read more: LG, Android 10, LG V50 ThinQ, LG V40 ThinQ, LG G7 ThinQ, LG G8X ThinQ, LG G8s ThinQ, LG K50S, LG K40S, LG Q60, LG K50 Below this story new updates are
added....... Original story (published October 9, 2020) follows: Google released Android 11 last month and several OEMs have released the latest OS update for their devices as beta and stable versions, but LG is not among them. LG has been a little slow with software updates as the OEM is still providing the year-old Android 10 update
for its devices. To remember, LG shared a software update schedule for LG G8s ThinQ, LG V40 ThinQ, and LG G7 ThinQ back in September. Now, another software update schedule along with the list of devices has been shared by LG for the fourth quarter of 2020. This time, the update schedule includes a number of devices, including
LG V50S, LG Q70 and LG X6 (2019) that get performance updates. Source Also, the OEM shared of the Security Patch of September and a list of eligible devices that will receive a lot of new features. The devices include Wing, LG Velvet, LG V50S ThinQ, LG X4 (2019), LG V50 ThinQ, LG G8 ThinQ, LG Q9, LG V40 ThinQ, LG Q8
(2018), LG Q61 and LG G7 ThinQ. These devices are scheduled to get new updates along with new features in the near future, although some may be receiving the updates already. (Source 1, 2) LG has released the Android 10 update for most of its devices, but the OEM has been very slow with the OS update. It should be noted that
the LG G8s ThinQ Android 10 update would be rolled out from October 8 in India, but there is still no sign of the OS update. Today, LG started rolling out the Android 10 update to LG G8X ThinQ units in South Africa months after other regional variants of the device had received the same. LG G8S ThinQ Hopefully LG aims to deliver faster
updates to its eligible devices, as many OEMs are way ahead in the game. That said, you look at our LG Android 10 update tracker to get the latest updates on the topic. Update 1 (November 3) IST 10:55 a.m.: LG Korea has now shared the changelogs for devices that will get new software updates in November. These include the LG
Wing, LG V50 ThinQ, LG G8 ThinQ and LG Q9. We've added the changelogs below, but these are translated versions of the update logs so there may be minor differences: LG Wing changelog - Improved turning mode performance - Camera gimbal mode quality improvement - Improving fingerprint recognition performance V50 ThinQ
changelog - Chat + corporate messaging service support (LG U+, KT, SKT) LG G8 ThinQ changelog – Chatbot message bubble size adjustment LG Q9 changelog – Enhanced mobile phone security with Google be updates Update 1 (November 09) IST 11:58 am: Sticking to its schedule, LG has indeed released a new update for the LG
G8Q Thin. The update will be rolled out with the software version G820N20s or G820NO20s, depending on the model in South Korea. While it doesn't bring any major new changes or improvements, it improves device security with a newer security patch according to the official listing. Update 2 (November 13) IST 05:09: LG is now rolling
out software updates for the LG Wing and the LG V50 ThinQ domestically. The update for the LG Wing carries the software version F100N10r and the LG V50 ThinQ gets an update with the software version V500N20x/V500NO20x. LG Wing changelog (translated): - The ability to move apps between the main screen and the second
screen has been added. – General features such as home, gallery, video and media controller in rotation mode have been stabilized. – Performance in turning mode has been further improved. - A wallpaper theme has been added. – Improvements have been made to automatically adjust the focus even after focusing by touching the
screen when it is camera. – Solved a problem where group settings could not be identified Google contacts. – When setting up the theme keyboard, compatibility with the market app has been improved. – Mobile phone security has been enhanced with regular Google security updates LG V50 ThinQ changelog (translated): -Corporate
messaging service has been added to Chat+. -The phenomenon that the call recording does not end intermittently, even after the call has ended, has been corrected. -The phenomenon that the screen does not rotate intermittently has been improved. -The phenomenon that the screen is not locked when the call ends with the dual screen
closed has been improved. -Mobile phone security has been enhanced with Google security updates. Update 3 (November 17) IST 4:30 am: LG is now rolling out a new software update for the LG V35 ThinQ in Korea as version V350N30b/V350NO30b. The update brings a new security patch and a few improvements. Check out the
changelog (translated) below: - Point color setting has been added. – The design of the volume control bar on the screen when pressing the volume button has been improved. – The size of the call pop-up has been improved to be smaller. – Chat + message reservation transmission feature has been added (LG U+, KT, SKT) – Added
setting for each day of the week to the automatic restart feature of the mobile phone. – Mobile phone security has been enhanced with regular security updates from Google. Update 4 (November 20) IST 6:35 a.m.: LG has rolled out a new update to the LG X6 (2019) model in Korea. The new update will be rolled out as version
X625N20h/X625NO20h and only brings an updated security patch according to the changelog shared on its Korean website. Update 5 (November 26) IST 7:15 am: The Android 10 update is now live for the LG Q61 and the LG Q51 in South Korea. Users can download the update via LG Bridge or as an OTA update. Update 6 (November
28) IST 10:40 a.m.: LG has started sowing a new software update for the LG Q52 in Korea. It carries the software version Q520N10f and improves call quality and brings an updated security patch to the device. Update 7 (November 30) IST 12:30 p.m.: LG Korea has re-shared details about the company's upcoming smartphone update.
Below is the translated version of the information: LG Wing performance update -Improving fingerprint recognition performance V40 ThinQ Performance Update -Block message restoration function applied -Enhanced mobile phone security with Google security updates X2 (2019) performance update -Enhanced mobile phone security with
Google security updates Q52 performance update -Video call vertical reversal correction X4 (2019) performance update -Fixed an error in saving location information when checking the tasks photo PC Update 8 (December 01) IST 04:30 pm: LG has has start rolling out a new update for the LG V60 ThinQ 5G which brings the November
patch to the device. Deze update update the software version V600TM10x and is available over the air and via the LG Bridge application according to a report. Update 9 (December 5) IST 9:40 am: LG has started rolling out a new update for the LG V40 ThinQ in Korea. It carries the software version V409N30e/V409NO30e and brings a
few improvements. We shared the translated changelog below: – The call quality has improved. – The flickering phenomenon of the screen when playing a sound source in Kakao Music has been improved. – Mobile phone security has been enhanced with regular security updates from Google. (Source) IST 6:20 a.m.: A pair of LGbranded AT&amp;T smartphones pick up the November security patch. These are the LG K92, LG Stylo 5+, and the LG Xpression Plus 3. We have shared the update details below: LG Stylo 5+ LMQ720AM: Release date: December 2, 2020 Android version: 10 Security patch level (SPL): November 1, 2020 Build number:
QKQ1.200308.002 Software version: Q720AM20c File size: 143MB What changes: Security patch level LG K92 5G LM-K920AM: Release date: November 23, 2020 Android version: 10 Security level patch (SPL): November 1, 2020 Build number: QKQ1.200730.002 Software version: K920AM10e File size: 207MB What's new: USB issue
fix LG Xpression Plus 3K400AKR10d: Release date: December 2, 2020 Android version: 10 Security Patch Level (SPL): 1 November, 2020 Build number: QKQ1.200308.002 Software version: K400AKR10d File size: 114MB Changelog: Security patch level Update 10 (December 7) IST 11:55 pm: LG Korea has now shared the details of
the upcoming updates with LG And X4 (2019). Here's what the translation says: LG Wing performance update: -The phenomenon of false fingerprint recognition when a specific protective film is attached has been improved. -Mobile phone security has been enhanced with regular Google security updates. X4(2019) performance update: Mobile phone usability has improved. Update 11 (December 8) IST 10:00 a.m.: The LG Stylo 5 Amazon Unlocked LMQ720QM model has a new software update with an updated security patch according to a new report. Users can install it through the OTA package or via LG Bridge. IST 4:50 p.m.: LG has now started rolling out a new
software update for the LG X2 (2019). It carries the software version X220N10p/X220NO10p and brings an updated security patch for the device. IST 6:05 a.m.: A new software update is being pushed to T-Mobile and MetroPCS models of the LG Stylo 6. It carries the software version Q730MM10P and brings an updated security patch
according to a report. Update 12 (December 9) IST 3:20 a.m.: AT&amp;T has started sowing new software updates for the LG Velvet 5G, LG Phoenix 5, LG Neon Plus and LG Prime 2. The LG Velvet 5G gets the patch from October, while the smartphones have packed the November patch. Update 13 (December 10) IST 9:40 a.m.: The
LG V50S ThinQ has packed a new software update in Korea. Packed. carries the V510N20p/V510NO20p version and brings together a few improvements with an updated security patch. Changelog: – The business messaging service has been added to Chat+. (LG U+, KT, SKT) – Improved call and data connection quality. – Mobile
phone security has been enhanced with regular security updates from Google. Update 14 (December 11) IST 5:35 am: LG is reportedly rolling out new updates for the unlocked LG K51 LMK500QM and the LG V60 ThinQ 5G UW. The V60 ThinQ gets the November patch, while the K51 is also believed to be getting a newer security patch.
Update 15 (December 17) IST 4:15 a.m.: The Metro LG G Pad 5 10.1 FHD variant is reportedly getting a new software update based on Android 9 Pie that includes an updated Android security patch and some bug fixes. PiunikaWeb started as purely a research journalism website with a focus on 'breaking' or 'exclusive' news. In no time,
our stories were picked up by the likes of Forbes, Foxnews, Gizmodo, TechCrunch, Engadget, The Verge, Macrumors, and many others. Want to know more? Go here. Do you want to work for PiunikaWeb? You'll be glad to know we're hiring. Let.
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